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MEMO 

TO: Members of the City of London Special Priorities & Policy Committee (SPPC) for 
the Meeting of April 9, 2018  

FROM: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation (LMHC) Board of Directors 

SUBJECT:  CLARIFICATION AND INFORMATION RELATING TO THE SELECTION AND 
APPOINTMENT OF LMHC BOARD MEMBERS 

Background: 

This memo is in response to a request made by SPPC on March 26, 2018, for LMHC to provide 
clarification and additional information on the conflict of interest question relating to tenants 
serving on the Board. To be clear, we recognize that there is no By-law (LMHC or City), 
corporate policy, local standard or legislation that explicitly restricts a tenant of LMHC from 
being appointed by Council to the Board of Directors due to any conflict of interest.  

We wish to clarify the Board’s earlier communication relating to the conflict of interest that may 
exist for tenants if appointed to the Board. The Board did not state or suggest that SPPC should 
not interview or appoint any candidate currently living in an LMHC property. The Board’s intent 
was to simply point out for SPPC’s consideration the potential conflict of interest or perceived 
conflict of interest that may arise for directors at large who are current tenants that would not 
arise for non-tenants in relation to certain aspects of the Board’s work.  

We raised the issue given our obligation to avoid conflict of interests (real or perceived) under 
the City’s local standard, HDN 2013-188 Local Standard: Conflict of Interest (see Attachment 1). 
A Director’s primary responsibility is to care for the fiduciary and governance needs of the 
organization, including to act in the best interests of the Corporation at all times. From time to 
time, this obligation may be at cross-purposes with a tenant’s personal interests. If this situation 
arises, the Board’s conflict of interests processes would need to be triggered and strategies 
devised to resolve any actual or perceived conflict of interest to the Board’s and City’s 
satisfaction.  

It was this reality, given directors’ obligation to avoid conflicts or perceived conflicts of interests, 
that we wanted to bring to SPPC/Council’s attention. 

This does not mean or imply in any way that the Board does not value, want to hear from, or 
provide a voice for our tenants. Contrary to this, tenants are at the heart of what LMHC is all 
about and why as an organization we have moved away from just being a "landlord" to a 
housing provider that supports and cares about our tenants, our staff and our community. This 
new direction was clearly stated in our 2017-2020 strategic plan that was presented to and 
supported by SPPC in June 2017. 

In fact, our new strategic plan represents a truly collaborative effort. The plan, derived from 
tenant and community consultation was designed to genuinely reflect the needs of the tenants 
and communities we serve. We are changing LMHC’s role in the community by aligning the type 
and scope of support services that will engage, assist and empower our tenants through the 
development of a tenant engagement and community development strategy, of which our 
tenants will play a critical role in creating. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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The Board is also committed to ensuring overall diversity, inclusivity and gender equality 
throughout LMHC. This commitment was demonstrated at our meeting of January 26, 2017, in 
which the Board unanimously passed a resolution for Municipal Council as Shareholder to give 
consideration to the Canadian Board Diversity Council definition of board diversity1

 which 
includes industry experience, management experience, education, functional area of expertise, 
geography, age, gender, ethnicity, Aboriginal status, disability and sexual orientation when 
considering candidates for any Board vacancies.  

In addition, the Board has previously requested the Shareholder include “lived experience” as a 
desired competency when seeking applicants for vacancies on the Board, as this is not included 
as a qualification of Directors under our current Shareholder Declaration (see below). 

Justification and Authority: 
The London & Middlesex Housing Corporation (LMHC) is a municipal services corporation with 
share capital incorporated under the Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.B.16. LMHC is 
managed by a Board of Directors appointed by The City of London as the sole shareholder. 

Regarding Retention and Reappointment of LMHC Board Members: 
Under section 6.2 (Shareholder to Appoint Directors) of LMHC’s Shareholder Declaration, the 
Shareholder shall appoint the Board in accordance with the following: 

a) Eligibility for Board Membership. To be eligible as a Director, an individual must not be
statutorily disqualified from being a director under the OBCA or otherwise, and shall be a
Canadian Resident, residing in or paying property taxes to the City or the County of
Middlesex.

In addition, members of Council and County Council who act as Directors:
i. Shall have been elected to such office by qualified electors pursuant to the provisions of

the Municipal Elections Act, 1996, as amended or shall have been appointed as a
member of Council pursuant to section 263 (Filling Vacancies) of the Municipal Act,
2001, as amended.

ii. Shall be approved as candidates for the Board by resolution of Council or County
Council, as applicable.

b) Qualifications of Directors. In appointing Directors to the Board, the Shareholder shall give
due regard to the qualifications of Citizens with the aim of ensuring that the Board
collectively represents a range of relevant expertise including with respect to:
1) Social housing;
2) Community development;
3) Business and financial management;
4) Corporate governance responsibilities;
5) Organizational development;
6) Labour relations;
7) Legal and/or legal aid experience;
8) Landlord and tenant and social services matters.

c) Board Composition. The composition of the Board of Directors of the Corporation be set at
nine (9) members comprised of eight (8) citizen-at-large members, one (1) of which is to be
recommended by the Council of the Corporation of the County of Middlesex, and one (1)
member of Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of London; and

1 http://www.boarddiversity.ca/sites/default/files/CBDC-Annual-Report-Card-2016.pdf 
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The Board be structured in four (4) classes allowing for staggered three (3) plus one (1) year 
terms and consisting of: 

Class 1: Two (2) citizen-at-large members; 
Class 2: Two (2) citizen-at-large members; 
Class 3: Three (3) citizen-at-large members); and 
Class 4: One (1) Municipal Council member and one (1) County Council. 

c) Appointment Process. Council members shall be appointed to the Board through a process
approved from time to time by Council for such appointments. Other members of the Board
who are not appointed to the Board through the appointment processes outlined in
paragraph 6.2(d)(i) shall be appointed to the Board through a process approved by Council
from time to time.

d) Vacancies. Subject to section 124 of the OBCA (Directors and Officers: Vacancies), if a
member of the Board ceases to be a Director for any reason, the Shareholder shall fill the
vacancy created thereby as soon as reasonably possible from persons eligible for
appointment as a Director pursuant to subsection 6.2(a).

e) Term. The term of appointment for all Board members shall be for a term of three (3) years
provided that Directors may be appointed for an additional one (1) year term in order that
their tenure on the Board shall be concurrent with the term of Council. Directors, if qualified
may be re-appointed to the Board.

Regarding Board Competencies: 
On July 25, 2016, SPPC received a report from the City Manager (see Attachment 2) confirming 
through special resolution, Council’s decision to make the following changes to the “Declaration 
of the Sole Shareholder” as approved on November 25, 2014:   

i. amend the Board composition (Section 6.2(c)), as follows: 1 City Council representative
1 County Council-recommended representative 7 Citizens-at-Large;

ii. provide for staggered Board terms (Section 6.2(f)), which may require a one-time
extension of a current appointment(s) in order to provide continuity, with the transition
process to be implemented in consultation with the LMHC; and

iii. provide for the LMHC to advise the Municipal Council of desired competencies when
seeking applicants for vacancies on the Board (Section 6.2(b)), and to have the ability to
put forward the names of applicants they would like to have considered for those
vacancies.

The recommended changes were intended to provide greater influence over the appointment 
process by communicating the skills and experience needed to meet future challenges and 
strengthen the LMHC Board. Having the ability to advise on the qualifications and competencies 
of citizens in filling any vacant board positon, ensures that the Board collectively represents a 
range of relevant expertise, noting that the City (Shareholder) will always have to consider the 
basic competencies required under applicable legislation as well.  Staggered terms also 
ensures stability and continuity of business and governance over LMHC. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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To maintain a balanced and diverse board, which will help achieve our new mission, vision, and 
strategic objectives LMHC is in need of board members who have the following qualifications, 
skills, and abilities: 

1. APEGGA or ASET, P. Eng., or C.E.T designation with experience in/knowledge of facility
building systems, facility asset management industry practices, building construction design
and construction industry practices and standards including operating a facility lifecycle /
asset management program and knowledge of various construction delivery methodologies
including "design, bid, built", "design-build" and "construction management”

2. License Legal (J.D., LL.B) Professional with knowledge and experience associated with
growing a dynamic and sustainable business and organization operating in the public
domain with demonstrated solid skills pertaining labour relations, Human Resources, real
estate transactions, corporate-commercial matters and/or commercial litigation.

3. Registered social worker (RSW or RSSW) or social service worker (TSI or TTSI) with the
Ontario College of Social Workers and Social Service Workers with experience in the field of
Community Development and understanding of the power dynamics and social relations that
govern the relationships between various structures and diverse communities and working
to achieve social justice through structural change.

Board member recruitment and selection is key to getting a great team of effective people 
around the board table. Having qualified and experienced board members that represent a mix 
of cultural and educational backgrounds who can offer a variety of perspectives on company 
issues is important for any organization, including LMHC. As such, the Board respectfully 
requests that all potential applicants be interviewed as part of the process and offer any 
assistance, if requested. 

Conclusion: 
LMHC values equity, inclusion, and dignity for all regardless of background. In order to achieve 
fairness and justice, we recognize no single person or idea can solve complex challenges.  
Increased diversity and inclusion leads to a greater ability to attract high-quality talent, serve 
customers' needs, and develop more innovative products, services, and ideas. These skills and 
abilities can come from anyone, including tenants of LMHC. 

To address the changing nature of demographics, the workplace, and the marketplace, LMHC, 
like many organizations, is taking a proactive approach as provided by our Shareholder 
Agreement. We are requesting Council consider certain qualifications, skills, and abilities 
(including diversity) to more closely meet and exceed our customer expectations and deliver on 
our strategic goals and objectives. 

LMHC is always looking for people who bring new perspectives and solutions to an increasingly 
complex business environment while ensuring fair and equitable representation at all levels of 
the organization. LMHC respects people as individuals and strives to create environments 
where diverse ideas are welcome, where collaboration is required, and equity and excellence 
are a must in achieving the organizational mandate, We CARE! 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
London & Middlesex Housing Corporation                      

We trust this memo provides SPPC with the requested clarification and relevant information to 
make an informed decision and thank you in advance for your time and consideration in this 
matter. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Buzzelli, PhD 
Chair, LMHC Board of Directors 

Cc: Josh Browne, CEO 
Marci Allen-Easton, Vice Chair 
S.Datars Bere, City of London Shareholder and Service Manager Liaison

Attachments: 

1. HDN 2013-188: Local Standard on Conflict of Interest

2. Recommendation to the Strategic Planning and Priorities Committee from A.Zuidema,
City Manager, regarding London & Middlesex Housing Corporation Number of Directors
for the Corporation. (July 25, 2016).
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London
CANADA

P.O Box 5035

267 Dundas Street

London, ON

N6A 419

Date: September3,2013 HDN#: 2013-188

This applicable legislation/policy is to be implemented by the Housing Provide(s) under the following
programs:

Please note if your program is not checked, this change is not applicable to your project.

Housing Division Notice

{
I

^/I

{
=
{

Federal Non-Profit Housing Program

Private Non-Profit Housing Program

Co-operative Non-Profit Housing Program

Municipal Non-Profit Housing Program (Pre-1 986)

Local Housing Corporation

Subject: LOCAL STANDARD - CONFLICT OF INTEREST (Rep/aces HDN# 2002'03 Conflict of
lnterest)

1. PURPOSE:
To inform all housing stakeholders of the local standard under the Housing Services Act 2011
(HSA) and associated regulations related to Conflict of lnterest of Directors, Employees and
Agents of a Housing Provider.

2. COMPLIANCE STANDARD:
The Housing Service Act,2011 establishes the service manager's authority to set local
standards on prescribed matters. Under section 75 of the Act, a Housing Provider shall operate
a Part Vll housing project and govern itself in accordance with both the prescribed provincial
requirements and local standards made by the service manager. A service manager may only
make local standards with respect to prescribed matters. These prescribed matters are outlined
in section 100 of O.Reg 367l11and include the following:

i. Conflicts of interest of Directors, Employees and Agents of a Housing Provider.
ii. The minimum number of meetings of the Board of Directors of a Housing Provider that

must be held.
iii. The remuneration of the Directors of a Housing Provider.

...t2
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HDN 2013 - 188

iv. Property management relating to Part Vll housing projects, including the procurement of,
and contracts for, property management services.

v. Leases for units in Part Vll housing projects.
vi. Multi-year financial plans.

A local standard does not apply to the extent that it conflicts with a provincial requirement,
unless the provincial requirement provides othen¡vise.

LOCAL STANDARD:

(1) Every PartVll Housing Provider shall have a Conflict of lnterest By-lawthat contains, at a
minimum, the requirements of the local standard including background and definitions
along with a clear set of rules and þusiness practices relating to avoiding conflict of interest,
Board procedures and promoting fair and objective business practices. (See Appendices 1,
2&3)

(2) Every Director, Officer, Agent and Employee of the Housing Provider shall sign a Conflict of
lnterest Declaration form indicating they have:

i. read and understand the Housing Provider's Conflict of lnterest by-law and local
standard and acknowledge that the Housing Provider is required to comply with
it.

ii. acknowledge their responsibility to disclose to the Board.
iii, acknowledge their responsibility to disclose to the Housing Provider in writing, on

an ongoing basis, any actual or perceived conflict of interest which may arise
during their relationship with the Housing Provider.

(3) A conflict of interest exists if any of the following situations occur:
i. The private, personal or business interest(s) of a Director, Officer, Agent or

Employee of a Housing Provider that is sufficient to influence, or appear to
influence, their ability to carry out their duties on behalf of the Housing Provider in
a fair and objective manner.

ii. A personal gain, benefit, advantage or privilege is directly or indirectly given to or
received by a Director, Officer, Agent or Employee of the Housing Provider or a
person related to one of them as a result of a decision by the Housing Provider.

(4) A Director, Officer, Agent or Employee of the Housing Provider shall not enter into any
situation, arrangement or agreement which could result in a conflict of interest or the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

(5) Directors, Officers, Agents and Employees of the Housing Provider must notify the chair of
the Board of Directors of the Housing Provider of every potential or actual conflict of
interest no later than the first meeting of the Board after the Director, Officer, Agent or
Employee becomes aware that he or she has entered into a situation, arrangement or
agreement that results in or may result in a real or perceived conflict of interest.

(6) The Board of Directors shall consider the notice given under subsection (5) no later than
the second meeting of the Board after the notice is given and consideration of the notice
must be reflected in the minutes of the meeting,

...t3

3.
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HDN 2013 - 188

(7) Directors, Officers, Agents and Employees of the Housing Provider who have disclosed a
real/perceived conflict of interest to the chair of the Board cannot be involved in decisions
related to the conflict.

(8) The chair of the Board shall notify the service manager in writing of the receipt of every
notice under subsection (5) within 10 business days following the second meeting of the
Board after the notice is given consideration.

(9) The Board of Directors shall resolve every conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest
to the satisfaction of the City of London. Where a conflict of interest is on-going or not
easily resolved, the Housing Provider will be required to have clear and concise written
procedures detailing how an on-going conflict of interest is declared and resolved.

(10) Housing Providers are to maintain a conflict of interest file, which should include a copy of
the revised Conflict of lnterest By-Law, a copy of all signed Conflict of lnterest
Acknowledgement Forms, all declarations of an actual or potential Conflict of lnterest,
along with the process undertaken by the Housing Provider and City of London to resolve
the declared or actual conflict of interest, as well as any other appropriate documentation.

(11) Despite subsection (4), a Director, Officer, Agent or Employee or a person related to one of
them may directly or indirectly receive a gain, benefit, advantage, privilege or remuneration
from the Housing Provider if all of the following conditions are satisfied:

i. A notice of the conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest is given in
accordance with subsection (5).

ii. The City of London agrees that there is no reasonable alternative for the Housing
Provider other than entering into the situation, arrangement or agreement that
results in or may result in the conflict of interest.

(12) For the purposes of this local standard, a person related to a Director, Officer, Agent or
Employee includes a parent, spouse, child, household member, sibling, uncle, aunt,
nephew, niece, mother-in-law, father-in-law sister-in-law, brother-in-law or grandparent, as
defined by law or a person with whom the Director, Officer, Agent or Employee has a
business relationship.

(13) ln this local standard,

"child", in relation to an individual, means a child of the individual born within or outside
marriage (unless that child has been adopted by one or more other individuals in Ontario or
according to the law of another jurisdiction), a child adopted by the individual in Ontario or
according to the law of another jurisdiction, and a child whom the individual has
demonstrated a settled intention to treat as a child of his or her family, but does not include
a child placed in the individual's home as a foster child for consideration by another person
having lawful custody; ("enfant")

"parent", in relation to an individual, means a natural parent of the individual (unless the
individual has been adopted by one or more other persons in Ontario or according to the
law of another jurisdiction), an adoptive parent of the individual who has adopted the
individual in Ontario or according to the law of another jurisdiction, and a person who has
demonstrated a settled intention to treat the individual as a child of his or her family, but
does not include a person in whose home the individual has been placed as a foster child
for consideration by another person having lawful custody; ("père ou mere")

...t4
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HDN 2013 - 188

"spouse", in relation to a person, means,
(a) an individual who, together with the person, has advised the Housing Provider that
the individual and the person are spouses, or

(b) an individual who is residing in the same dwelling place as the person, if the social
and familial aspects of the relationship between the individual and the person amount to
cohabitation and,

i. the individual is providing financial support to the person,
i¡. the person is providing financial support to the individual, or
iii. the individual and the person have a mutual agreement or arrangement

regard ing thei r fi na ncia I affairs ("conj oint")

REPLACEMENT OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST LOCAL STANDARD:
The conflict of interest provisions set out in the local standard may be replaced or amended at

the discretion of the Housing Division on the approval of City Council.

AGTION:
The local standard in this Housing Division Notice is effective immediately.

As this HDN specifically addresses matters pertaining to the Board, including but not limited to
rules of order and governance, and/or matters requiring specific Board action including the
Conflict of lnterest By-law, it must be received and formallv acknowledqed bv the Board. A copy
of this HDN shall be retained with the corporate bylaws and made available for reference and
review.

Housing Providers are required to pass a revised Conflict of lnterest By-Law and shall provide a
copy to The City of London, Housing Division, in either written or electronic formant along with a
copy of the Board motion repealing their current Conflict of lnterest By-Law, no later than
December 31. 2013.

AUTHORIZATION:

4.

5.

6.

Page 4

Louise Stevens
Director, Municipal Housing

Appendix I - Background & Additional lnformation
Appendix 2 - ONPHA Sample Gonflict of lnterest By-law with Conflict of lnterest Declaration
Appendix 3 - CHF Sample Conflict of lnterest By-law with Gonflict of lnterest Declaration
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HDN:
Date:
Subject:

Appendix I
Background and Additional lnformation

201 3-1 88
September 3,2013
Local Standard - Conflict Of lnterest

What is a Conflict of lnterest By-law?

A Conflict of lnterest By-law defines conflict of interest and guides the conduct of Housing Provider
Employees, Directors, and contractors when situations of conflict of interest arise.

Why is it important to have a Gonflict of Interest Policy?

Housing Provider staff, Directors and contractors can face situations where their loyalties may be
divided or where their personal interests may conflict with their duties or responsibilities to the Housing
Provider. They need to be aware of what to do when these situations arise, and the ramifications of
violating the policy.

What to lnclude in a Conflict of lnterest Policy:

. The purpose of the policy.

. A definition of conflict of interest, including real conflict of interest and perceived conflict of interest.

. The scope of the policy.

. The responsibilities surrounding conflict of interest.

. The repercussions of violating the policy.

. A reference to the local standard and details on how the Housing Provider will meet the local
standard requirements regarding conflict of interest.

. Reference(s) to any related corporate policies and/or applicable legislative requirements dealing
with conflict of interest. (i.e. Ontario Non-for-Profit Corporations Act, Ontario Business Corporations
Act, Co-operative Corporations Act)

. Procedures to report conflict of interest instances to the City of London, as required under the local
standard

How can the Board of Directors ensure that staff, Directors/Officers and contractors are
following the corporation's Conflict of lnterest Policy?

. Have "Declaration of Conflict of lnterest" as a standing agenda item at every Board meeting,
general members meeting or annual general meeting providing the opportunity to declare an actual
or potential conflict of interest.

. Make all Board members, Officers, Employees and Agents of the Housing Provider aware of the
Conflict of lnterest By-law when they join the organization and sign an a Conflict of lnterest
Declaration form confirming they have received, read and understand the Conflict of lnterest By-law
and Local Standard. All Directors should sign a Conflict of lnterest Declaration form each year after
elections.

. Review the by-law with Directors and staff on a regular basis.

. Establish a purchasing policy\By-law which gives clear standards for how goods and services are to
be acquired, including a clause in all contracts and purchase orders above a certain value that
permits the Housing Provider to terminate the contract if a conflict of interest is determined to exist
by the Housing Provider or the City of London.

Page 10 of 33
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Sample Conflict of lnterest Bylaw:

. Many housing providers already have a conflict-of-interest by-law because this was a Ministry
requirement for all projects funded under provincially administered non-profit programs. The new
Local Rule specifies that a non-profit's conflict-of-interest policy must be set down in by-law form.

. The by-law in appendix 2 contains more requirements than the old Provincial policy (now Local
Rule). However, ONPHA developed sample by-laws under the Socra/ Housing Reform Act 2000
rules because many providers have asked for a clear set of rules and business practices they can
adopt in this format.

. The by-law is to be used as a sample only as it contains reference to the Socra/ Housing Reform
Act 2000. A new by-law must reference the Housing Seryices Act 2011 and Local Rule

. To adopt a new by-law, your non-profit must repeal its current conflict-of-interest by-law in the
manner set out in the General By-law, and replace it with one that is compliant with the Housrng
Seryices Act 2011 and Local Rule.

. The CHF by-law contained in appendix 3 was created with the Housing Seryices Act in mind.

Appendix 1- Background and Additional lnformation Page 2
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Appendix 2

ONPHA Sample Conflict of lnterest By-law with Gonflict of lnterest Declaration

HDN: 2013-188
Date: September 3,2013
Subject: Local Standard - Conflict Of lnterest

(the "Non-Profit")

Conflict of lnterest By-law

BE lT ENACTED as a by-law of the Non-Profit to repeal and replace By-law No. _, Conflict of
lnterest, as follows:

1. BACKGROUND
a)The Non-Profit recognizes it is good business practice to avoid conflicts of interest.

b)The Government of Ontario, pursuant to the Social Housing Reform Act 2000, has issued
Ontario Regulation 339/01, which includes the Government's rules relating to conflict of
interest and other business practices. SCHEDULE A contains a summary of these rules.

c)This By-law sets out how the Non-Profit addresses conflicts of interest, including
implementing the requirements of Ontario Regulation 339/01.

Sample Conflict of lnterest Bv-law

[insert name of non-profit]

BY-LAW NUMBER

2. DEFINITIONS - ln this By-law:

2.1 "Conflict of lnterest" means a situation where:

i.the personal or business interests of a director, officer, agent or employee of a
housing provider are in conflict with the interests of the housing provider; or

ii.a personal gain, benefit, advantage or privilege is directly or indirectly given to or
received by a director, officer, agent or employee or a person related to any one of
them as a result of a decision by the housing provider;

and includes

a. the non-profit giving a direct or indirect gain, benefit, advantage or privilege to a
director, officer, agent or employee or a person related to any one of them;

b. a director, officer, agent or employee or a person related to any one of them
receiving a direct gain, benefit, advantage or privilege from the non-profit as a
result of the person's position within the non-profit; the non-profit, in offering
housing accommodation or in setting rents or other occupancy charges, giving
any advantage or privilege to directors who are tenants that are not available to
tenants who are not directors.

2.2 "Declaration" means a declaration in the form attached as SCHEDULE B to this By-law.

of
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2.3

2.4

2.5

"Director" means a member of the board of directors of the Non-Profit.

"Officer" means the president, chair, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, manager and
anyone else designated as an Officer in the by-laws of the Non-Profit.

"Person related to any one of them" means a parent, spouse, same-sex padner, child,
household member, sibling, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
sister-in-law, brother-in-law or grandparent of the director, Officer, agent or employee or
a person with whom the director, officer, agent or employee has a business relationship.

"Service Manager" means a Service Manager as defined in Section 2 of The Soc¡a/
Housing Reform Act, 2000, and includes any person exercising the powers of the
Service Manager under Section 16 of The Socr,a/ Housing Reform Act, 2000.

"Threshold" means more than an amount, accepted as such by the Service Manager,
which is lesser of:

a) $14,999.00; and

b) $2,000.00, plus $20.00 for each residential unit in the Non-Profit's
project/portfolio in excess of 100 units.

2.6

2.7

3. AVOIDING CONFLICT OF INTEREST

3.1 Exceptions - The Non-Profit shall not enter into a relationship, arrangement, contract or
agreement with any person in a way that creates a Conflict of lnterest, except that:

a) provided that a notice of conflict or potential conflict of interest has been
delivered to the Service Manager and the Service Manager agrees there is no
reasonable alternative, the Non-Profit may enter into a relationship, arrangement,
contract or agreement that normally would be the conflict of interest;

b) a Director who lives in the Non-Profit may be employed by the Non-Profit on a
part{ime basis to perform routine tasks such as administrative, maintenance or
operational tasks with respect to the Non-Profit's projecUportfolio a Director may
be employed by the Non-Profit in a non-managerial or non-supervisory position

[provided that where the board of directors consists of not more than five
Directors, there shall not be not more than one Director so employed at any
one time. lf there are more than five Directors, the total number of Directors
so employed may not exceed one fifth of the board.l

c) some or all of the Directors may also sit as Directors of an organization that
supplies essential support services for special-needs clients residing in the Non-
Profit's projecUportfolio, where the projecVportfolio exists specifically so that
residents can live in the community with the support services provided; and

d) the Directors may be paid a modest per diem or an honorarium if a provision
allowing such remuneration is contained in the Letters Patent or Articles of the
Non-Profit. [Letters Patent or Articles of lncorporation may not be changed
without the consent of the Service Manager under O, Reg. 339/01.1

3.2 Dutv to Monitor and Avoid Conflict of lnterest - The Non-Profit shall closely monitor its
relationships, arrangements, contracts and agreements, and not engage in any that may
result in a Conflict of lnterest. The Directors, individually and collectively, shall ensure
compliance with this requirement.
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3.3 Termination - Subject to employment law in force in Ontario and any collective-
bargaining agreements to which the Non-Profit is party, all relationships, arrangements,
contracts or agreements of the Non-Profit, which exceed the Threshold in any one fiscal
year of the Non-Profit, shall include a clause permitting the Non-Profit to terminate the
relationship, arrangement, contract or agreement if the Service Manager requires such
termination in order to resolve a Conflict of lnterest.

Directors Must Resiqn - Except as set out in subsection 3.1, a Director shall resign from
her/his position before the Non-Profit's board of directors deliberates, issues a tender, or
votes on a contract or employment position for which the Director intends to compete.

Former Directors and Officer - Except in the circumstances set out in subsection 3.1, no
former Director or Officer may apply for employment with the Non-Profit or seek to enter
into a contract to supply services to the Non-Profit directly or indirectly for a period of

[insert appropriate period] following the date she/he ceases to be a
Director or Officer.

Purchase or Lease of Land - Where the Non-Profit purchases or leases land, it shall not
purchase or lease such land from:

a) an individual; or

b) a corporation which has a shareholder, director or Officer; who is a director,
officer, agent, employee, development consultant/resource group, architect or
other technical consultant, real estate agent, or environmental consultant of the
Non-Profit or any person related to one of them.

3.4

3.5

3.6

4. BOARD PROCEDURES

4.1 Conflict of lnterest - The board shall have Conflict of lnterest as a regular agenda item
at the beginning of each meeting of the Directors. Any Director, Officer, agent or
employee who has a Conflict of lnterest must submit their Declaration at that time.

4.2 Declaration of Conflict of lnterest - Directors, Officers, agents and employees of the
housing provider must notify the chair of the Board of Directors of the housing provider
of every potential or actual conflict of interest no later than the first meeting of the Board
after the Director, Officer, agent or employee becomes aware that he or she has entered
into a situation, arrangement or agreement that results in or may result in a conflict of
interest, The form of such declaration is attached as SCHEDULE B.

4.3 Potential Conflict of lnterest - When a potential Conflict of lnterest is raised before or
during a board meeting, then:

a) the party to the potential conflict must leave the meeting; and

b) the board shall decide if there is a Conflict of lnterest.

4.4 Consideration of Notice - The Board of Directors shall consider any declaration given
under subsection 4.2 no later than the second meeting of the Board after the notice is
given. The consideration of the notice must be reflected in the minutes of the meeting.

4.4 Resolution of a Conflict of lnterest - The board shall notify the Service Manager of any
declaration received under subsection 4.2.The notification to the Service Manager shall
include one of the following:

Appendìx 2 - ONp: lÀ Sanipf o C*nllict of lnter*st ßy-l*w wìth ücnflict of lnl*resf ileclaralion ilage 3 rf 6
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a) lf a person filed a declaration of a potential Conflict of lnterest and the board
decided there was in fact no such Conflict, a declaration to that effect and a
request that the Service Manager ratify this decision; or

b) if a Conflict of lnterest exists which may be resolved in accordance with this by-
law and Ontario Regulation 339/01, notification of how the Non-Profit has
resolved the Conflict of lnterest and a request that the Service Manager ratify
such resolution, or

c) if a Conflict of lnterest exists which the board is unable to resolve in accordance
with this by-law and Ontario Regulation 339/01, a request that the Service
Manager issue instructions for resolving the Conflict of lnterest.

These requests are part of the attached SCHEDULE *C".

Conflict to be Resolved to the Service Manaoer's Satisfaction - lf the Service Manager
issues instructions regarding an alternative to a decision made by the board under
subsection 4.5 a) or b) or a resolution under subsection 4.5 c) the Non-Profit will act in
accordance with the Service Manager's instructions.

Record-keepino - The Non-Profit shall maintain a Conflict of lnterest file containing all
declarations, reports and minutes pertaining to Conflict of lnterest and Perceived Conflict
situations.

[optional: if the Non-Profit has over 500 units under management, the Non-Profit
may include the following:l Deleqation - The board of directors may delegate authority
to a senior Officer to receive Declarations from, and avoid or resolve a Conflict of
lnterest relating to, employees with a lower rank within the Non-Profit than the senior
Officer if:

a) the housing provider has over 500 units under management; and

b) a written summary of the parties, conflicts and resolutions/avoidances of each
conflict situation is submitted by the senior Officer to the board of directors for its
approval at least quarterly.

4.5

4.6

4.7

5.

5.1 Tenders - The Non-profit shall invite at least three qualification tenders, or publicly
tender all contracts costing over $14,999.99 [the Non-Profit may insert a lesser
amountl.

5.2 Considerino Tenders - ln considering tenders, the Non-Profit shall:

a) consider the quality of goods and services to be provided; and
b) base its decision on written specifications outlining resources, timing, cost and

fees.

5.3 Not Choosing Low Bid - [delete either "a" or "b" as appropriate]

a) Where the lowest bid is not chosen by the person ordinarily responsible for
making this decision, that person's supervisor or, where applicable, the Board of
Directors, shall review her/his decision, and ensure that the reasons are
documented.

b) Where the lowest bid is not chosen by the Board of Directors, the Non-Profit shall
ensure that the reasons are documented.
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5.4 Contracts Under $15,000 - The Non-Profit shall obtain a minimum of three written
quotes for any contract costing between $2,000.00 and $14,999.99 in any fiscal year,
and adopt clear, fair and written procedures for the awarding of contracts under
$2,000.00.

5.5 Participation in Group Purchasinq Proqrams - Where the Non-Profit participates in group
purchasing programs, the procedures of the cooperative purchasing program shall
replace the Non-Profit's internal procedures for competitive acquisition of goods and
services for the duration of the Non-Profit's participation in the cooperative purchasing
program. The Non-Profit shall report its participation in such programs to the Service
Manager on an annual basis.

5.6 Purchase of Professional Services - Where the Corporation is purchasing professional
services:

a) For contracts with an estimated value up to $9,999.99, the Non-Profit shall seek
an appropriate supplier and negotiate a contract. [The Non-Profit may insert a
lesser amount]

b) For contracts with an estimated value of between $10,000.00 and $25,000.00
[the Non-Profit may insert lesser amounts], related to a specific project with a
limited time-frame and which can be clearly defined, the Non-Profit shall:

i. prepare terms of reference,
i¡. seek three competitive proposals with associated fixed-price quotations,

and
iii. award the contract based on an assessment of the qualifications of the

consultant, the information provided in the proposal, and the price.

For contracts with an estimated value of between $10,000.00 and $25,000.00
[the Non-Profit may insert lesser amounts], where the requirements cannot be
clearly defined and where a fixed price approach is not feasible, the Non-Profit
shall negotiate a contract with a suitably qualified supplier using standard
negotiating procedures that employ ethical practices.

For contracts with an estimated value exceeding $25,000.00 [the Non-Profit
may insert a lesser amountl, or which require ongoing provision of professional
advice to the Non-Profit, requiring knowledge of matters specific to the Non-Profit
(such as legal advice relating to labour relations or specialized financial advice),
the Non-Profit shall:

i. establish the Terms of Reference;

ii. invite otfers of service by:

1. giving notice by public advertisement of the requirement to engage
the services; or

2. inviting submissions from those individuals or firms who appear best
qualified to meet the requirement of the engagement or to pre-
qualified firms;

3, rate the offers of service against the Terms of Reference to identify
the offer of service which represents best value for money; and

4. select the firm offering the best value for money.

The Non-Profit shall keep records of the appointment of suppliers meeting these
criteria, together with their fees.

c)

d)
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5.7 Emeroencies - Where an emergency prevents the Non-Profit from following other
provisions of this By-law, the Non-Profit shall:

a) employ without a call for proposals the individual or firm in whom the Non-Profit
has the greatest confidence in regard to a particular requirement of the Non-
Profit in dealing with this emergency;

b) ensure the employment of the individual or firm lasts no longer than necessary to
dealwith the emergency; and

c) keep records of the appointment or employment and remuneration of the
individual or firm.

Emplovment Contracts - The Non-Profit shall implement documented, open and
competitive practices for employment opportunities which are not inconsistent with:

a) any collective bargaining agreement of the Non-Profit; and

b) other fair labour practices as set out in the Personnel Policy of the Non-Profit.

Manaqement Contracts - The property manager/management or operational services
company/development consultant of the Non-Profit shall not have a direct or indirect
interest in any other business that provides advice, goods or services to the Non-Profit.

5.8

5.9

PASSED by the Board of Directors and sealed with the corporate seal of the Corporation on the

c/s

day of

PRESIDENT

CONFIRMED at a general meeting of the Members on the

c/s

PRESIDENT

,20

SECRETARY
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SCHEDULE "4"

Summary of Obligations under Conflict of lnterest
This is a summary of the conflict-of-interest rules set out in Ontario Regulation 339/01, for all non-profit
housing providers subject to the Socra/ Housing Reform Act 2000.

1. A conflict of interest is defined as a situation where:
i. the personal or business interests of a director, officer agent or employee of a housing

provider are in conflict with the interests of the housing provider; or
ii. a personal gain, benefit, advantage or privilege is directly or indirectly given to or

received by a director, officer, agent or employee or a person related to them as a result
of a decision by the housing provider.

2, "A person related to a director, officer, agent or employee" includes a parent, spouse, same-
sex partner, child household member, sibling, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece mother-in-law, father-
in-law, sister-in-law, brother-in-law or grandparent, or a person with whom the director, officer,
agent or employees has a business relationship.

3. A director, officer, agent or employee of the housing provider shall not enter into any situation,
arrangement or agreement that results in a conflict of interest.

4. Directors, officers, agents and employees of the housing provider must notify the chair of the
Board of Directors of the housing provider of every potential or actual conflict of interest no later
than the first meeting of the Board after the director, officer, agent or employee becomes aware
that he or she has entered into a situation, arrangement or agreement that results in or may
result in a conflict of interest.

5. The Board of Directors shall consider any notice given under paragraph 4 no later than the
second meeting of the Board after the notice is given. The consideration of the notice must be
reflected in the minutes of the meeting.

6. The chair of the Board of Directors shall notify the Service Manager in writing of the receipt of
every notice under paragraph 4, and the Board of Directors shall resolve every conflict of
interest or potential conflict of interest to the satisfaction of the Service Manager.

7. Despite paragraph 3, a director, officer, agent or employee or a persoR related to one of them
may directly or indirectly receive a gain, benefit, advantage, privilege or remuneration from the
housing provider if both the following conditions are satisfied:

a) a notice of the conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest is given in
accordance with paragraph 4; and

8. the Service Manager agrees that there is no reasonable alternative for the housing provider
other than entering into the situation, arrangement or agreement that results in or may result in
the conflict of interest.

9. The conflict-of-interest provisions set out above may be replaced for a housing provider by
rules agreed to by the housing provider and the Service Managers for all areas in which its
housing projects that are subject to the Social Housing Reform Act 2000 are located.
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TO

SCHEDULE'8"

.DECLARATION.
CONSULTANT OR SERVICE PROVIDER

FROM

lAlVe have read and understand the Conflict of lnterest Rules and acknowledge that
(housing provider) is required to comply with it. lAffe further

acknowledge my/our responsibility to disclose to lAffe further
acknowledge my/our responsibility to disclose to the housing provider in writing, on an ongoing basis,
any actual or perceived conflicts of interest which arise during my/our relationship with the housing
provider. These actual or perceived conflicts of interest must immediately be disclosed in writing using
this form.

I declare that:

H I do not have a conflict of interest.

n I have a conflict of interest

H I have a perceived conflict of interest

Attached is a comprehensive written submission of the complete nature of this actual or
perceive conflict of interest. l/We am/are aware that the housing provider may submit this
information to the Service Manager. l/We authorize its submission and use by the housing
provider and/or the Service Manager.

(Housing Provider)

(Address)

(Project(s))

(Housing Provider)

(Address)

(Project(s))

Date

Date Received

Signature - Service Provider/Consultant

Signature - President, Board of Directors
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SCHEDULE ''C

Notification of Gonflict of Interest or Potential Gonflict of lnterest and Record of Resolution of
Conflict of lnterest

Name of Non-Profit:

Address:

Part2 (to be completed by the director, officer, agent, or employee with the conflict)

Name:

Address:

Briefly describe the conflict or potential conflict (add any relevant supporting documentation)

Sionature

Part 3 (to be completed by the chair of the board or designate)

Date of Receipt of Notice

Date of Meeting at which the conflict was considered.

Did the Board decide a Conflict of lnterest existed as set out in Parl2 above?
No Yes

(go to part a) (go to part b)

a) lf no above, complete the following declaration:

Contact Person:

"l certify that the board of directors of [insert name of non-profit], after considering the potential conflict
of interest described above, decided that in fact no Conflict of lnterest exists. I request ratification by the
Service Manager (name of Service Manager) of this decision of the Non-Profit."

Date

nature

b) Was the conflict resolved in accordance with the Non-Profit's by-laws and O. Reg 339/01?

Complete only one of the two boxes below.

Yes

Briefly describe the resolution of the conflict (add any relevant supporting documentation)

"l certify this is a true record of the Conflict of lnterest and its resolution. I request ratification by the
Service Manaqer (name of Service Manaqer) of the decision of the Non-Profit."

Date
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No

"l certify this is a true record of the conflict of interest and that the Non-Profit was unable to bring about
a resolution. I hereby request instruction from the Service Manager (name of Service Manager)
regarding resolution of this Conflict of lnterest.

Signature

Schedule "C"
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Appendix 3

CHF Sample Conflict of Interest By-law with Conflict of Interest Declaration

HDN: 2013-188
Date: September 3,2013
Subject: Local Standard - Conflict Of lnterest

flegal co-op namel

By-law No. [*]

Note: Under the Housing Services Acf, conflict of interest rules may be set by the service manager. You will
need to check your service manager's rules and make changes to this by-law based on those rules. ln
particular check if there are requirements for providing information to the service manager that would affect
Article 7. This model by-law is based on the former rules in the Socra/ Housing Reform Acf (SHRA). lf your
service manager has kept the conflict of interest rules in the SHRA, this model should work.

Conflict of lnterest B

Passed by the Board of Directors on xxxxxx
Confirmed by the Members on xxxxxx

- law

O CHF Canada, 2012. Members of CHF Canada may use and modify this By-law. This material is not to be used or copied by
ofhers without the express, written consent of the Co-operative Housing Federation of Canada.
A I'heure actuelle, ce règlement n'est disponible qu'en anglais. Les membres de la FHCC devraient communiquer avec la
Région de l'Ontario de la FHCC pour demander une traduction.

Model for HSA Go-operatives
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Article 1: About this by-law

1.1 This by-law helps the co-op meet the requirements of the Co-operative Corporations Act and any
local rules established by the service manager under the authority of the Housing Services Act.

lf there is a conflict among rules about conflict of interest, they will govern in this order:1.2

2.

the Co-operative Corporations Act and the Housing Services Acf

the Regulations under the Housing Services Act and any regulations that are relevant
under the Co-operative Corporations Act

Local Rules about conflict of interest set by the service manager in accordance with the
Housing Seryices Acf

3.

4. this by-law

the other by-laws of the Co-op.

What is conflict of interest?Article 2:

2.1 All directors, officers, committee members, agents and employees must carry out their duties
honestly, in good faith and in the best interests of the co-operative rather than in their personal
interest. This includes following the co-op's by-laws and provincial legislation about conflict of
interest.

ln this by-law, a person related to a director, officer, agent or employee means a parent, spouse,
same-sex partner, child, household member, sibling, uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, mother-in-law,
father-in-law, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, grandparent, or a person with whom the director, officer,
agent or employee has a business relationship.

A conflict of interest can happen when a director, officer, or committee member

. makes or takes part in a decision affecting the co-op's affairs, and

o the result of that decision gives the person, or someone related to the person a financial or
other benefit which the rest of the co-op members do not have, or which only a few other
members have. This financial or other benefit may be direct or indirect.

An employee or agent of the co-op can have a conflict of interest when

o the employee recommends, makes or takes part in a decision affecting the co-op's affairs and

2.2

2.3

2.4

o the result of the decision gives the employee, or a person related to the employee a financial
or other benefit. This financial or other benefit may be direct or indirect.

Appendix 3 3 of 8
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2.5 Examples of conflict of interest are

the co-op does business with a director or an employee of the co-op or a company in which
the director or the employee or a person related to them have a financial interest or stock

someone living in the co-op or an employee is involved personally in a procedure of discipline
where they or someone related to them made the complaint, or someone related to them is
being disciplined

the board gives out on-call positions to friends or family without telling all members that
positions are available

There are other types of conflict of interest. The co-op should deal with them by using the
principles contained in this by-law.

Article 3:

3.1 The facts of each case are different, and carefuljudgement is needed to decide whether there is a
conflict of interest. Even a perception of conflict of interest could undermine the appearance of
integrity and the credibility of the co-op's business practices and the government funding program.

Therefore, the board and members should follow the procedures below to determine if there is a
conflict and to deal with the conflict if it exists.

(a) Director conflict or possible conflict of interest

When a director has or may have a conflict of interest:

o the director must declare the conflict of interest, or possible conflict of interest, in writing
at or before the first board meeting after becoming aware of the conflict of interest or
potential conflict of interest. This declaration must be recorded in the minutes of the
meeting;

Procedures

o if the director does not declare a conflict of interest or a possible conflict of interest, but
another director is aware of one, the other director should bring it up at the meeting:

The board must consider the matter no later than the second meeting after the notice of the
conflict of interest was given. This discussion must be recorded in the minutes of the
meeting;

The board then decides if there is a conflict of interest. lf the board decides that there is a
conflict of interest the director cannot vote on the matter, must not be present at any of the
parts of meetings when the matter is discussed, and does not count in quorum for those

4olIAppendix 3
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parts of the meeting.

As set out in Article 7, the board must report its discussion of the matter including how it was
resolved to the service manager.

(b) Financial conflicts of interest

This paragraph applies in addition to paragraph 3.1(a) if a director or officer has or may have
a financial conflict of interest.

ln the case of contracts or agreements the provisions of article 5.2 below apply.

Other financial conflicts of interest may be approved if the board believes that there is no

reasonable alternative, that their decision is in the best interests of the co-op and is

appropriate for a body that receives significant public funding.

Where the board approves a financial conflict of interest they must report it at the next
meeting of the members. This does not apply to payments for on-call duties as set out in
Article 5.3.

lf the board does not approve the financial conflict of interest the minutes must show this.

(c) When a committee member has or may have a conflict of interest

A committee must follow the same procedure as the board if a committee member has or
may have a conflict of interest. The matter can be appealed to the board if there is a
dispute. The board's decision is final.

lf the conflict of interest is financial it must be referred to the board. The board's decision is
final,

(d) When an employee or agent has or may have a conflict of interest

An employee or agent of the co-op who has or may have a conflict of interest must report it

to their supervisor and follow the supervisor's directions,

The manager must report a conflict of interest to the staff liaison (if there is one) or to the
president of the co-op. The president or staff liaison will report it to the board. The manager
must follow the board's directions.

Where the co-op retains a management company, the company and all its personnel must
follow the same procedures as an employee of the co-op.

Where there are officers of the co-op who are not directors, they must follow the same
procedures as employees.

Appendix 3 SofB
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As set out in Article 7, the board must also report the conflict of interest to the service
manager.

(e) Members' conflicts of interest

At members' meetings, all members can discuss and vote as they wish, even if they have a

conflict of interest. However, members must declare the conflict of interest before taking
part in the discussion. Members should try to act in the best interests of the co-op as a
whole.

These procedures are in addition to, and do not replace, the requirements of the provincial

statutes or common law.

Article 4: Avoiding conflict of interest

4.1 The board will closely monitor its relationships, contracts, arrangements and agreements. lt will
not engage in any that may result in a conflict of interest unless the situation is resolved as in
Article 3.

The board will promote fair, open and objective business policies and practices in all its
purchasing, contracting and hiring,

The board and staff must follow the procedures set out in the Spending By-law.

4.2

4.3

Article 5: Payment of directors

5.1 Directors and officers serve without compensation for their role as a director. However, they have
the right to be paid for travelling or other expenses while doing business for the co-op as long as

the expenses are reasonable. The board must authorize these expenses which must meet any
guidelines and limits set by the board. Directors cannot receive compensation for lost income
while doing business for the co-op.

5.2 Despite anything else in this by-law, directors and officers, or people related to them, cannot enter
into any contracts with the co-op other than contracts that are generally available to other
members, such as occupancy or performance agreements.

5.3 Directors and officers hired by the co-op to a paid position must resign from otfice, This does not
apply to being the on-call person for the equivalent of one day or less a week.

Article 6:

Appendix 3
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6.1 All directors and staff must sign the Conflict of Interest Declaration (attached: Schedule A).
Directors and staff will sign when they begin their term, and existing directors and staff will sign
annually.

Article 7: lnformation to the service manager

7.1 The board must report to the service manager the minutes of any meeting where the board
discussed a conflict of interest or a potential conflict of interest. The minutes must

1.

2.

3.

4.

record the board's decisions
record the options the board considered
show how the decision was in the best interests of the co-op
show how the decision was appropriate for a body that receives significant public funding.

The minutes must also record the Board's acknowledgement that its decision is subject to the
approval of the service manager,

Conflict of interest by-law

CERTIFIED to be a true copy of By-law No. [.] of llegal co-op namel, passed by the Board of Directors at

a meeting held on and confirmed by a two{hirds vote at a meeting of

members held on

Secretary

Appendix 3
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Schedule A

Gonflict of lnterest Declaration
(Board of Directors and Staff)

[Full name of the co-op or letterhead]

I agree that I will act honestly, in good faith, and in the best interesfs of fhe co-op. I must avoid
conflicts of interest, both direct and indirect. I will always put the rnferesfs of the co-op before my
personalinferesfs. I promise to declare in writing any possible conflict of interest that I have, or
may have, in connection with any co-op contract, óusrness or proposed buslness as soon as ff
occurs. I understand that the obligations and limitations regarding conflict of interest also apply to
all persons in my household and to my relatives. The board will dealwith the conflict of interest
using the procedures sef out in the Conflict of lnterest By-law.

Name:

Signature:

Declaration to be signed annually by directors and staff.
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 TO: CHAIR AND MEMBERS 

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND POLICY COMMITTEE 
MEETING ON JULY 25, 2016 

 
 FROM: ART ZUIDEMA  

CITY MANAGER 

 
SUBJECT: LONDON & MIDDLESEX HOUSING CORPORATION  

NUMBER OF DIRECTORS FOR THE CORPORATION 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 
That on the recommendation of the City Manager, the attached by-law (Attachment “A”) BE 
INTRODUCED at the Municipal Council meeting to be held July 26, 2016 to: 
 
a) to ratify and confirm the Special Resolution of the Shareholder of London & Middlesex 

Housing Corporation (LMHC) attached as Schedule “1” to the By-law to amend the size 
of the Board of LMHC to nine (9) members; and,  

 
b) to authorize the Mayor and the City Clerk to execute the Special Resolution of the 

Shareholder of London & Middlesex Housing Corporation attached as Schedule “1” to 
the by-law. 

 

PREVIOUS REPORTS PERTINENT TO THIS MATTER 

 
May 16, 2016   Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee (SPPC) – Item #4 
November 9, 2015   Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee (SPPC) – Item #8 
April 13, 2015   Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee – Agenda Item #6  
May 11, 2015   Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee – Agenda Item #5 
December 8, 2014   Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee – Agenda Item 19 
November 24, 2014   Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee – Agenda Item 3 
May 5, 2014 Strategic Priorities and Policy Committee – Agenda Item #4 
 

BACKGROUND 

 
Purpose of this Report: 
This report provides for the introduction of a bylaw to approve a Special Resolution of the 
Shareholder of London & Middlesex Housing Corporation (LMHC) related to Council’s formal 
approval to amend the of the size of the Board of Directors of the LMHC. Council previously 
determined that the Board of Directors would be nine (9), as confirmed through appointments 
made by Municipal Council on May 12, 2015 by Bill No. 205 / By-law No. A.-7260-169. 
 
Justification and Authority: 
London & Middlesex Housing Corporation (LMHC) is a municipal services corporation with 
share capital incorporated under the Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.B.16. LMHC is 
managed by a Board of Directors appointed by The City of London as the sole shareholder. 
 
On May 5, 2014 SPPC received a report from the City Manager recommending the LMHC 
Board composition be amended to nine members and of May 20, 2015 Council approved the 
following recommendation: 
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 That the following changes to the “Declaration of the Sole Shareholder” by the City of 

London to the London & Middlesex Housing Corporation (LMHC), including Appendix 
“A”- “Accountability Rules” BE ENDORSED IN PRINCIPLE; and the Civic Administration  

 BE DIRECTED to bring forward the necessary by-law to implement the following 
proposed changes: 

  
i)          amend the Board composition (Section 6.2(c)), as follows: 
  
                                    1 City Council representative 
                                    1 County Council-recommended representative 
                                    7 Citizens-at-Large; 
  
ii)         provide for staggered Board terms (Section 6.2(f)), which may require a one-time 

extension of a current appointment(s) in order to provide continuity, with the 
transition process to be implemented in consultation with the LMHC; 

  
iii)        provide for the LMHC to advise the Municipal Council of desired competencies 

when seeking applicants for vacancies on the Board (Section 6.2(b)), and to have 
the ability to put forward the names of applicants they would like to have 
considered for those vacancies;” 

 
On November 25, 2014, Municipal Council approved the above noted board structure but the 
associated by-law Bill No. 542 By-law No. A.-7202-386 did not first confirm the final composition 
of the Board. Council still acted within its authority as shareholder to appoint nine (9) members, 
however, the by-law did not formally amend the Board composition in accordance with the 
recommendation. 
 
In order to formalize Council’s decision in revising the LMHC Board composition, it is 
recommended that Council formalize the composition through the by-law attached as 
Attachment “A” prior to filling the current LMHC Board vacancies. 
 
This Special Resolution of the Shareholder will affirm the number of directors at nine (9) prior to 
Council’s filling of the LMHC Board vacancies.  
 
 
PREPARED BY: 

 
RECOMMENDED BY: 

 
 

 
 

DAVID G. MOUNTEER, 
SOLICITOR 

ART ZUIDEMA  
CITY MANAGER 

 
c. LMHC Board 
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ATTACHMENT “A” 

 
 
Bill No.  
2016 

 
      By-law No. A.- 
 

A by-law to ratify and confirm the Special 
Resolution of the Shareholder of London & 
Middlesex Housing Corporation. 

 
 
 WHEREAS London & Middlesex Housing Corporation is a corporation incorporated 
under the Business Corporations Act R.S.O. 1990, c.B.16; 
 
 AND WHEREAS subsection 104(1)(b) of the Business Corporations Act provides that a 
resolution in writing dealing with all matters required by this Act to be dealt with at a meeting of 
shareholders, and signed by all the shareholders or their attorney authorized in writing entitled 
to vote at the meeting, satisfies all the requirements of this Act relating to that meeting of 
shareholders; 
 
 AND WHEREAS The Corporation of the City of London is the sole shareholder of 
London & Middlesex Housing Corporation; 
 

AND WHEREAS Subsection 5(3) of the Municipal Act, 2001 provides that a municipal 
power shall be exercised by by-law; 
 
 AND WHEREAS Subsection 9 of the Municipal Act, 2001 provides that a municipality 
has the capacity, rights, powers and privileges of a natural person for the purpose of exercising 
its authority under this or any other Act; 
  
 NOW THEREFORE the Municipal Council of The Corporation of the City of London 
enacts as follows: 
 
1.  The Special Resolution of the Shareholder of London & Middlesex Housing Corporation, 
regarding the number and composition of the Board of Directors for the corporation attached as 
Schedule “1” is confirmed and ratified. 
 
2. The Mayor and the City Clerk are authorized to execute the Special Resolution of the 
Shareholder confirmed and ratified under section 1 of this by-law. 
 
3. This by-law comes into force on the day it is passed. 
 
 
 PASSED in Open Council on the 26th day of July, 2016. 
 
 
 
        Matt Brown 
        Mayor 
 
 
 
        Catharine Saunders 
        City Clerk 
 
First reading  -  July 26, 2016 
Second reading – July 26, 2016 
Third reading  -  July 26, 2016 
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SCHEDULE “1” 

 
LONDON & MIDDLESEX HOUSING CORPORATION 

(the “Corporation”) 
 

WHEREAS subsection 104(1)(b) of the Business Corporations Act (Ontario) (the “Act”) 
provides that a resolution in writing dealing with all matters required by the Act to be dealt with 
at a meeting of shareholders, and signed by all the shareholders or their attorney authorized in 
writing entitled to vote at the meeting, satisfies all the requirements of the Act relating to that 
meeting of shareholders; 

 
The following special resolution, signed by the sole shareholder of the Corporation 

entitled to vote thereon, is hereby passed pursuant to the provisions of the Act: 
 

COMPOSITION OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

WHEREAS the articles of the Corporation provide that the Corporation shall have a 
maximum of thirteen (13) directors; 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED AS A SPECIAL RESOLUTION THAT: 

1. The composition of the Board of Directors of the Corporation be set at nine (9) 
members comprised of eight (8) citizen-at-large members, one (1) of which is to be 
recommended by the Council of the Corporation of the County of Middlesex, and one 
(1) member of Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of London; and 
 

2. The Board be structured in four (4) classes allowing for staggered three (3) plus one 
(1) year terms and consisting of: 
Class 1:  Two (2) citizen-at-large members;  
Class 2:  Two (2) citizen-at-large members; 
Class 3:  Three (3) citizen-at-large members); and 
Class 4:  One (1) Municipal Council member and one (1) County Council    
               recommended member. 
 

 

DATED this _________ day of ____________, 2016. 
 

The Corporation of the City of London 
 

 
      By:_________________________________ 
      Name:  Matt Brown 
      Title: Mayor   
 
      By:_________________________________ 
      Name:  Catharine Saunders 
      Title:    City Clerk 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented: Human Resources 
 
Name: David Emerson 
Address: 
   #2-569 Oxford St E 
    
Occupation: Brand Ambassador/ Human Resources 
Work experience: Human Resources Assistant (London Employment Help Centre): 
•Assisted mentor in preparing AODA Integrated Standards policy for the organization 
•Provided leadership and helpful feedback to mentor during interviews •Prepared research 
on the National Standards; Workplace Strategies for Mental Health •Formulated revisions 
to current technology policy •Developed BYOD policy for the organization to meet 
changing mobile device requirements Reception/ Resources (Elections Ontario): 
•Administrative support to HR Manager by performing data entry duties using Election 
Ontario software and programs •Greeted potential voters and helped guide them when 
filling out applications  
Education: My educational background is in Human Resources. I am currently working on 
getting my Certified Human Resources Leader (CHRL) designation.  
Skills: •Certified Human Resources Leader- Candidate •Achievements in sales and 
exceeding quotas •Experience with MS Office and HRIS systems •Critical thinker with 
excellent research skills •Extensive customer service background including: handling cash, 
problem solving and conflict resolution techniques •Ability to work under pressure, with 
the flexibility to respond to ambiguity, changing priorities and fluctuating workloads  
 
Interest reason: Yes, I am very much interested! 
Contributions: I have excellent interpersonal, research, and writing skills. I am able to adapt 
to any situation. I feel strongly that I can provide leadership. I have a Human Resources 
background and can provide knowledge of Labour Relations, Organizational Development, 
Business Management, Corporate Governance, as well as Employment Law. 
Past contributions: I have not worked on a body, but I believe if given the opportunity I 
could do a great job. I have always excelled in every position earned.  
Interpersonal: I am a team player. I love people and get along with everyone from all walks 
of life. I am very respectful and professional. I have offered leadership at the London 
Employment Help Centre to my mentor Sherry King. I am not scared to make 
recommendations and believe I can be an asset to the board.  
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented: N/A 
 
Name: Anna-Marie Evans 
Address: 
   10-1151 Riverside Drive 
   London, ON 
   N6H 2T7 
 
Occupation: Operations Manager 
Work experience: 16 years Public Sector- OLG 5 years Department of National Defence 
Operations/ HR/ Manager 
Education: Human Resources Management Certified Human Resources Professional 
designation 20 years management experience 2 years serving on non-profit board 
Skills: Committee experience Team setting experience Human Resources 
 
Interest reason: Passionate about being active within the community and being able to give 
time and resources when possible. 
Contributions: Time, passion, enthusiasm, working with various government and non-
government agencies and stakeholders 
Past contributions: None 
Interpersonal: Presently sit on 2 committees in my workplace Sit on a board for a private 
non-profit organization in London Volunteer with at-risk youth in London 
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London and Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Steve Hillier 
Address: 
   21 Oregon Road 
   London, Ontario 
   N5Z4B8 
 
Occupation: Operations Management 
Work experience: I have worked and supervised construction crews, run restaurants, 
supervised factory floors, started businesses and sold them. I was a founding vendor of the 
Western Fair Farmers Market. Our family has been putting on events for over 30 years 
without tax payer funding and that exposure has allowed me to have real conversations 
with people living in social housing. I have built entire assembly lines from the drawings to 
the install, when our family owned Good News Insulation and Renovations I supervised 60 
men doing the insulation and maintenance of all Sifton rental properties in London, 
Guelph and other cities, it took 3 years. I ran for council in 2014, and I am still involved 
and enjoy helping Londoners.  
Education: Manufacturing Engineering Technologist  
Skills: I run a non profit company to help others called Honourable Business Advisors 
where I used my decades of on the ground experience to help other peoples businesses 
move forward and not fall into problems so many others have.  
 
Interest reason: Back in 1998 I was involved in a serious accident, all that time spent 
thinking, talking to therapists or anyone who was working on my body put the world into 
perspective for me. A team of psychiatrists, psychologists, and therapists took me down to 
the mental core and conducted non stop tests. It was found I have an IQ range of 160-169 
and a unique way of figuring out things. I try to see the big picture not just focus on the 
little details. Personally I no longer collect things, I make memories and help others. This 
body helps people where you can see the difference in their real lives.  
Contributions: I hope we can all learn from a collaboration, me with my life experience and 
education paired with all the others members.  
Past contributions: Due to my past injury, I have spent most of my life getting to the point 
where now I can participate. Many at City Hall know how I quietly work behind the scenes 
with my research and analysis .  
Interpersonal: I have run for council. I was a founding vendor at the Western Fair Farmers 
Market. Take a stroll with me any Saturday and experience an exchange of ideas in real 
time for yourself. Our family has been putting on events with every culture that we could 
find for over 30 years. Former Neighbourhood Watch Captain.  
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation  
 
Organization/Sector represented: N/A 
 
Name: Menno Meijer 
Address: 
   82 Cliftonvale Avenue 
   London, Ontario 
   N6J 1J8 
 
Occupation: Teaching Assistant 
Work experience: Photojournalist, Log home builder, Lecturer, Teaching, Soldier. 
Education: BA Social Justice and Peace Studies MA Political Science (Canadian Politics) 
Skills: I am well versed in the needs and requirements of impoverished citizens. 
 
Interest reason: I believe poverty to be the single biggest problem facing London and wish to 
assist in finding housing solutions for London's citizens who currently lack the resources to 
escape the cycle of poverty. 
Contributions: In depth research, strong listening skills, and the ability to communicate 
ideas in a concise and effective manner. 
Past contributions: N/A 
Interpersonal: I have served on community boards and have considerable participation 
experience in academic seminars. I am a confident public speaker. I have specialized 
training in unarmed civilian peacekeeping which involves a high level of respect and for the 
ideas, opinions, and experiences of others. 
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: I wish to be considered for appointment to fill one of the vacancies on the 
London & Middlesex Housing Corporation. I am passionate about the core objective to 
provide quality, affordable and sustainable housing.  
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Rowa Mohamed 
Address: 
   112 1481 Limberlost Rd 
   London Ontario 
   n6g2c7 
 
Occupation: Financial Advisor 
Work experience: Telephone Banking Specialist and Financial Advisor| TD Canada Trust: -
provide timely and accurate guidance and service to customers for a variety of product 
lines, plans and programs -contribute to effective cost and risk control through 
productivity and adherence to corporate processes and controls -able to recognize and 
successfully leverage opportunities to further expand our clients’ business Fundraising 
Specialist| Ruffalo Noel-Levitz -connect Western university with alumni, donors, members, 
future alumni, and other constituents for fundraising, cultivation, and stewardship 
purposes -raised multiple thousand dollars for various funds at the University via phone -
made top-performance boards multiple times -proficiency in building rapport with clients -
expertly overcame objections  
Education: -Specialization in Health Sciences and Promotion from University of Western 
Ontario -Anti-oppression educator and facilitator -Ontario Scholar -OSSD Completion of 
Leadership Education Program at University of Western Ontario: -Training in Individual 
Leadership, Group Leadership, and Community Leadership -focus on skills needed to be 
an effective leader with workshops on: communication, public speaking, self- management, 
and campus involvement -Cultivated skills needed to effectively facilitate group processes 
with workshops on team building, facilitation, and conflict management  
Skills: · Excellent management, sales, communication and leadership skills · Fluent/native 
speaker in English and Arabic · Calling in a fast paced, high volume, dynamic environment 
· Savvy negotiator and promoter · Persistent · Exceptional communication and customer 
service · Proficient multi-tasking · Friendly, articulate, easy to work with · Highly 
adaptable to different environments · Performance and goal oriented · Exceptional work 
ethic  
 
Interest reason: I grew up in and still live in London Housing and I am passionate about the 
principles of social housing. I believe social housing is key to the improvement of our 
community and essential to bringing equity to those furthest in the margins.  
Contributions: I have an excellent background in anti oppression education and a degree in 
Health Sciences which allow me a unique view of systemic issues in housing and equity. 
That, coupled with my lived experience of social housing allow me to contribute non 
traditional solutions and bring new views to the table.  
Past contributions: I am a member of the steering committee for London’s Anti Oppression 
strategy for Diversity and Inclusion. In this role I was able to bring forward unique 
perspectives that allowed us to create more tangible and less superficial goals to the 
previous diversity and inclusion strategy.  
Interpersonal: In my experience as a facilitator I have developed the skills of active listening 
and an ability to appreciate others viewpoints and appreciate their skills and abilities. It’s 
essential to a team environment and exchange of ideas.  
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Rodger J. Moran 
Address: 
24 Graham Crescent 
London, Ontario, N5W 4L8 
    
Occupation: Project Manager 
Work experience: Operations & Administration professional with 10+ years of experience in 
the public and private sector, in organizations ranging in size from start-up to 3000+ 
employees. Versatile, adaptable administrator skilled working alongside high-profile 
individuals and groups in fast-paced, high-impact environments. Creative, innovative 
thinker, adept at leading teams through complex projects and conditions. Excellent 
communication skills. 

Education: I studied Marketing Management at Kwantlen Polytechnic University in 
Langley, British Columbia. I later received my Bachelor of Arts (Hon) from Dalhousie 
University and am currently enrolled in the Master of Business Administration program 
with a specialty stream in Innovation Leadership from the University of Fredericton. 

Skills: Growing up in a single parent, low income household that benefited from 
government assistant programs and municipal housing, I have a passion for working with 
organizations that provide similar services to the ones my family benefited from. This 
background, coupled with my strong business acumen and extensive experience sitting on 
boards and committees that focus on community work makes gives me a unique 
perspective. 

Interest reason: While the first 25 years of my life were spent outside of London, I consider 
myself a Londoner through-and-through. This city has provided a safe space in which to 
work and raise my family, and I am forever grateful. I am strong believer in giving back 
and working to improve the lives of others. The London and Middlesex Housing 
Corporation is of particular interest to me as my family benefited from a similar 
organization when I was growing up in British Columbia. 
 
Contributions: I believe I can offer this body a perspective that is both practical and 
empathetic. My experience in business has taught me the importance of having a 
organization running as efficiently as possible. At the same time, the circumstances of my 
upbringing and my extensive work in the London community, as well as my involvement in 
the local church and charities have furthered my empathetic nature. These two 
components of my personality and perspective - practicality and empathy - is what I would 
bring to the table. 
 
Past contributions: During my days at Dalhousie University, I served as Vice President of the 
Halifax Student Housing Society. The Halifax Student Housing Society (HSHS) is a non-
profit organization founded in 1965 by a group of Dalhousie married students. Their goal 
was to offer students and their families comfortable and affordable accommodation with a 
family atmosphere. This goal is accomplished through the operation of Peter Green Hall 
and the Peter Green Hall Children's Centre (PGHCC). Peter Green Hall (PGH) is the 
name of the 112 unit apartment building this co-operative built. 

Interpersonal: I have had the good fortune of sitting on a number of boards and committees 
in both the public and private sectors. Being an effective member means having the ability 
to have respectful and meaningful exchanges of ideas, often times with those of opposing 
views. I am a person who firmly believes in respecting the skills, abilities, knowledge and 
perspectives of others. I've had the chance to engage with others using these personal 
beliefs, and I hope to have the chance to continue that with the London and Middlesex 
Housing Corporation Board of Directors. 

 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation Board 
 
Organization/Sector represented: Tenant 
 
Name: John Peaire 
Address: 
   95 - 1481 Limberlost Rd. 
   London Ontario Canada 
   N6G 2C7 
 
Occupation: Stay at home father 
Work experience: Work experience : Management / Assistant Manager Customer Service 
Sales Inbound Technical Support Factory General Labor 
Education: I believe in continuous learning to acquire skills in various areas of personal 
interest to assist others. Some skills acquired within the past year include various courses 
in Emergency Management. IMS 100/200 EM 125/131/200 Standard First Aid / CPR-C 
AODA training FIT-Test Safe Food Handler 2 Salvation Army Disaster Services Course 
Certs. 
Skills: I can provide the board with a tenants perspective in many aspects regarding 
community safety, site design / layout, the required services tenants feel are vital in their 
transition as well as residents concerns that they may not feel comfortable in reaching out 
to LMHC regarding issues. 
 
Interest reason: I believe in assisting others in our community and enjoy community 
outreach and learning about issues first hand to better help residents. I wish to build my 
knowledge on this Board to assist other residents who may be experiencing difficulties and 
for self improvement reasons. 
Contributions: I believe I can offer something that is often missing on boards and that is 
"Lived Experience" being a current tenant and one that interacts with many other tenants. 
Past contributions: Project lead for Northwest London Celebrates Cultural Diversity 2015 a 
1481 Limberlost Social Committee event put on by residents and partners. 1481 Limberlost 
Social Committee Member City of London Housing Advisory Committee Voting Member. 
Appointed by LHAC to attend a meeting about Education / Community Outreach with 
other Advisory Committees and report back to committee. 
Interpersonal: As the previous boxes have shown I enjoy exchanging my views with others in 
various settings and respect others even when I do not agree with what is being said. I can 
not state that I have effective communication skills in person as my time in Poverty / Social 
Housing has caused me to sometimes stutter etc. My knowledge of others comes from Lived 
Experience in Social Housing sites operated by LMHC as well as my time working in Retail 
as a sales professional, assistant manager and manager. When I was first appointed to 
LHAC I wanted to understand people and their "Housing needs" so I personally went out 
to speak to people in various settings including touring several of the cities homeless 
shelters. I have also personally toured 4 of the Unregulated Homes for Vulnerable 
individuals in the city. Why ? because I care and like to make informed decisions. 
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation  
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Deborah J. Peckham 
Address: 
   9 Magee Street 
   LONDON ON N5W 1C5 
    
Occupation: Law clerk/legal assistant (retired) 
Work experience: Law clerk/legal assistant in the areas of real estate, corporate and 
commercial (included an understanding of Development Agreements, zoning, The Planning 
Act. (administration of 2 solicitor practice) 
Education: Educated at the college level – Fanshawe College; continuing education courses 
and seminars relating to housing, poverty and homelessness 
Skills: Knowledge of governmental acts and processes covering social housing, including an 
understanding of the London Plan and the Housing Development Corporation as they 
relate to the regenerating and redeveloping of LMHC sites to address the needs of tenants, 
both present and future. Past Director of London & Middlesex Housing Corporation 
during which period I acted as Vice-chair and subsequently voted into the position of 
Chair. As Chair, I had an ad hoc position on all standing committees. In addition, I was 
Chair of the Human Resources subcommittee. Past exposure to negotiating union contracts 
and employee grievances. I realize that LMHC would like to have someone on the Board 
who has lived experience. Although I have not lived on a London & Middlesex Housing 
Corporation site, I visited many while being a board member. It is my belief that I strongly 
cover the requirement requested for in someone with lived experience. I survive on an 
income below the LICO rate and understand what it is to live in poverty. Familiar with 
financials, budget procedures, operating and capital expenditures 
 
Interest reason: I am aware of and understand the housing needs in London. I believe any 
Board of Directors requires a balance of skills and qualifications. I have spoken to many 
members of the community over the course of volunteering for various boards and 
committees and what most agree with me on is that there has to be a level of experience 
from the ground up. My experience in housing starts and ends with being a tenant, but the 
knowledge I have gained for a position with LMHC has only gotten stronger because of 
being a tenant. LMHC is a landlord like no other in London. The employees care about 
their tenants and their Board makes them stronger. I believe I have gleaned the knowledge 
to govern a business corporation in a public sector environment. A working awareness of 
the Housing First philosophy that I have acquired since its inception will be an asset when 
setting the strategic directions of LMHC 
Contributions: I am aware of and understand the housing needs in London. I believe any 
Board of Directors requires a balance of skills and qualifications. I have spoken to many 
members of the community over the course of volunteering for various boards and 
committees and what most agree with me on is that there has to be a level of experience 
from the ground up. My experience in housing starts and ends with being a tenant, but the 
knowledge I have gained for a position with LMHC has only gotten stronger because of 
being a tenant. LMHC is a landlord like no other in London. The employees care about 
their tenants and their Board makes them stronger. I believe I have gleaned the knowledge 
to govern a business corporation in a public sector environment. A working awareness of 
the Housing First philosophy that I have acquired since its inception will be an asset when 
setting the strategic directions of LMHC 
Past contributions: London Homeless Coalition Steering Committee member (Memorial 
Committee working group) ; three-term member of London Housing Advisory Committee 
(past Chair; present Vice-chair); LHAC resource member of Town & Gown Committee; 
Director of Glen Cairn Community Resource Centre; OW/ODSP Advocates member; 
Social Housing Operational Advisory Committee member; United Way Funding Allocation 
Team member; member of the Child & Youth Network, Ending Poverty (social awareness 
subcommittee); CYN designate on Harvest Bucks Funding Allocation Committee 
sponsored by Middlesex-London Health Unit; London & Middlesex Housing Corporation 
Director; strong supporter of London for All  
Interpersonal: The United Way funding allocation process is a prime of example of a team 
working together for the common good. I am aware of the community need and, according 
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to the standards of the United Way, being able to put forth my opinion on the decision of 
funding apportionment. Sensitive to the views and opinions of others. Respectful that 
everyone’s time is valuable and there is no place on a Board for people who  
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London and Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Elizabeth Peloza 
Address: 
   62 westwinds drive 
   London, Ontario 
   N6C 5M5 
 
Occupation: Professional Volunteer & Parent of 3 
Work experience: Past Employment: GoodLife Fitness: Executive Assistant to VP of 
Operations- Group Exercise Loblaws: Administrative Assistant to VP of Warehouse 
Operations Hamilton Conservation Authority, Westfield Heritage Village: Volunteer 
Coordinator Township of Wilmot, Castle Kilbride National Historic Site: Assistant 
Curator Woodland Cultural Centre: Conservator and some retail and Provinical and 
Federal political party experience.  
Education: Museum Conservation and not- for-profit administration education. Humber 
College: Arts Administration- Cultural Management Sir Sandford Fleming College: 
Collections Conservation and Management  
Skills: I have a passion to serve others- any other skill can be learned. Home owner in 
London Knowledge I was homeless when I was 4 years old. I also lived in a geared to 
income building in Brantford in 2001- an interesting experience.  
 
Interest reason: I see homelessness in our community and I want to be part of the solution. I 
worry about the visible and invisible homeless. It's big issue when you consider the un-
sheltered, those in shelters, the provisionally accommodated, and new settlers to the area 
(immigrants/refugees). Let alone those having financial difficulty who are at risk of 
becoming homeless. I myself was homeless at one point when I was 4 years old and I now 
realize how fortunate I was to have never realized it as we spent the summer camping. My 
parents managed to find an short-term solution- not everyone is as lucky.  
Contributions: I believe I bring a dedication and passion to the position.Leadership and 
integrity. An open mind and a genuine desire to improve the lives of those affected.  
Past contributions: None.  
Interpersonal: I have extensive experience collaborating with others- including those who 
may not share the same outlook. It's essential to respect all the volunteers/ stakeholders as 
we're all there for the common good. I currently fill the following roles in our community: 
Ronald McDoanld House- Community Ambassador, In-House Volunteer, Special Event 
Volunteer Victoria Public School- Parent Council and Parent volunteer for the track and 
field and cross country team Scouts Canada- 90% done the Cub Leader training  
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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Committee: London & Middlesex Housing Corporation 
 
Organization/Sector represented:  
 
Name: Zalahadin Zachariah  
Address: 
   366 hollywood cr 
    
Occupation:  
Work experience: working with newcomers and facilitate establishment for many since 
2010, from housing to school and employment, i was working with LACFO-de London and 
Sarina through hosting program. in addition to my previous experiences in related 
situation,  
Education: currently study at UWO and graduated from Fanshawe College. 
Skills: identify, and intervention in crucial situation, management skills, and good 
knowledge of counseling. 
 
Interest reason: London is my first city since i arrive here in Canada and impacted my life 
positively and open it heart and opportunities such as education and work, so time to serve 
and help others who in need, as i passed through uncertain time and learned to manged  
Contributions: improve, housing process time and identify those with real need, create more 
effective mechanisms to increase the ability of housing in London, evaluate overall situation 
on daily basis  
Past contributions: i worked with vulnerable people and i understand that situation very 
well. 
Interpersonal: professionalism and objective approach is functional way to deal with 
debatable issues with respect to other views 
 
Interview interest: Yes 
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From: J P  
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 5:58 PM 
To: ASKCITY <ASKCITY@london.ca> 
Subject: Request for Delegation - SPPC - Re: LMHC Board Appointment 

I am making a Delegation request to address SPPC committee Chair and members as well as 
Council regarding LMHC Board Appointments. 

As a "Current Tenant" I feel that the seat could be best filled by a "Tenant" with "Current Lived 
Experience" and that understands the issues.  I fully believe that the complete board would be 
best with Tenants as are Co-Ops whom all report to the same City Housing Manager. 

From the "Poverty Panel" to "London For All" and other city lead initiatives this council heard 
multiple times that "Lived Experience, and Inclusion" matters and the detrimental effects of 
"Social Isolation" towards those in "Vulnerable" situations in "Poverty" which many of the 
LMHC Tenants suffer from. 

I've heard from other Social Housing providers outside of London especially at events like 
National Housing Day 2018 that Tenant engagement is Key and cities like Guelph discussed this. 

Why is LMHC using "Protectionism" to keep Tenants from discussing the real issues and being 
part of the Board with issues that they wish to be addressed and raising them without the fear of 
retaliation ? 

I look forwards to a date and time that I can speak at the next SPPC meeting. 

Sincerely 

John Peaire 
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